FLAIL MOWER/SHREDDERS
SMWA-HS Sඍකඑඍඛ

Hඡඌකඉඝඔඑඋ Dකඑඞඍඖ Sඓඑඌ Sගඍඍක Mඝඖග

This Mower/Shredder Series delivers excellent cutting,
mulching and mowing action for material up to 1" in diameter. The mower features an automatic "STOP SAFE"
system. If the mower is raised from operating position, the
rotor blades "STOP" preventing objects being thrown at operator. The special floating linkage allows the mower/shredder to follow the terrain for even cut. The adjustable hydraulic motor can be set to the maximum power for skid steer’s
and track loaders hydraulic system. Also, the shredders can
be operated while traveling in either forward or reverse. The
unique rear hatch adjusts, closed for maximum shredding of
brush, or open for weeds and heavy grasses. Just right for
use in vineyards, berries and other narrow applications. Also,
used for roadsides, parks, rental yards, and weed abatement.
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FEATURES:



















Unique "STOP SAFE" safety valve stops the rotor when lifted
from operating position
Shreds brush or prunings up to 1"
Cutting height adjusts from 1" to 4"
Unique floating hitch allows shredders to follow the contour of
the ground
Variable displacement piston motor
Motor is adjustable from 16 to 39 GPM @ a maximum pressure
of 3600 PSI
Both a relief valve and uni-directional valve are standard equipment
Support chain to carry shredder in transport
Row of drop forged cutter bars to increase the shredding
of material
Equipped with rear deflector which in open position discharges
grass and allows speeds up to 6 M.P.H., and in closed
position contains and further shreds brush to a finer mulch, but
at a lower speed
Computer balanced vibration free rotor turn at approximately
2100 R.P.M.
Deck made of high tensile steel S420
Rotor bearings are double self-aligning to insure long life
4 Belt drive protects gearbox, driveshaft and rotor shaft, 3
belt on 61" model
Front guards provide safety from flying material
5 ½" diameter full width gauge roller
Comes complete with hydraulic hoses and quick couplers

MOWING
WIDTH
5'-1" (61")
5'-9" (69")
6'-7" (79")

Piston Motor w/Adjustable
Gallons Per Minute

Adjustable Rear Deflector

SPECIFICATIONS:
MODEL #
SMWA155-HS
SMWA175-HS
SMWA200-HS

Rotorshaft with heavy swing
Y blades

OVERALL
WIDTH
5'-6" (66")
6'-2" (74")
7'-1" (85")

NO. OF
BLADES
54
66
78

G.P.M.
REQUIRED
16 to 39
16 to 39
16 to 39

WT.
980#
1095#
1160#
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